Structural DNA nanotechnology is revolutionizing the ways researchers construct arbitrary shapes and patterns in two and three dimensions on the nanoscale. Through Watson-Crick base pairing, DNA can be programmed to form nanostructures with high predictability, addressability, and yield.
Introduction
Nanotechnology research has dramatically fueled the exploration of novel materials with unprecedented properties. However, thus far, few products have bridged the "Valley of Death" from laboratory innovation to industrial integration. 1, 2 According to the US National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI): Sustainable Nanomanufacturing-Creating the Industries of the Future, 3 "two 2 thrust areas in materials design and measurement technology will support product, tool, and process design informed by and adhering to the overall constraints of scalability." The first thrust area is scalable design and manufacturing of nanomaterials, and the second is nanometrology. DNA nanotechnology is well positioned to integrate both areas, while also addressing their respective challenges by leveraging concepts in materials science and engineering, such as the ability to exploit Watson-Crick base pairing, where nucleobases pair as guanine-cytosine or adeninethymine to program the structure-property relationships of DNA nanostructures.
The rational integration of next-generation metrology with nanomaterials is a key moment for the NNI, a critical roadblock for the semiconductor industry, and an open invitation for materials scientists and engineers to apply their mantra of characterizing the structure, properties, processing, and performance of material systems. With the declared end of the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductor and the recent emergence of the Semiconductor Synthetic Biology
Roadmap, 4 a new materials ecosystem is under way. The eco-system includes (1) nucleic acid memory for archival storage, (2) computational systems that are either cell-based or cell-inspired, (3) intelligent sensor systems, (4) biological system design, and (5) DNA-controlled sub-10 nm manufacturing. 4 In all of these research and technology areas, nanometrology is required.
The developments of DNA nanotechnology over the past 30+ years 5 provide intriguing possibilities for integrating nanoscale structure and function with next-generation metrology by design. As a technical framework for materials scientists and engineers, there are three applications spaces where the integration of DNA nanotechnology and metrology are being explored in anticipation of this new materials world: (1) DNA nanostructures with arbitrary shapes and features can be synthesized with high yield and may serve as calibration standards for scanning probe microscopy (SPM); (2) dynamic DNA nanotechnology enables a programmable version of super-resolution microscopy that, when combined with structural DNA nanotechnology, enables calibration standards for existing and novel super-resolution microscopies; and (3) incorporation of active and programmable DNA elements within large-scale nanostructures provides new opportunities for the measurement of defects and other features during and after the self-assembly process.
Nanometrology with DNA nanostructures
In general, there are several requirements for the calibration standards that can be utilized in SPM, or in SPM-based nanometrology. 6 SPM calibration is usually carried out using pre-calibrated grating pitch and step height standards, and these precision rulers should be stable for repetitive measurements over a long time. In other words, the standards should be robust enough to maintain their spatial accuracy and intended shape for days or even months. Importantly, structures 3 containing defects should also be easily distinguished. For SPM, the dimensions of flat sharp-edged calibration areas should be larger than the tip apex radius (area should ideally be >20 nm × 20 nm) in order to obtain reliable and statistically valid results.
All of these previously mentioned criteria for nanoscale calibration systems could be achieved using bottom-up approaches, for example, a fairly robust and versatile DNA origami technique, which is based on folding a long single-stranded DNA into a desired nanoscale shape with the help of dozens of short DNA "staple" strands. It is beneficial that the DNA origami structures are straightforward to design, their fabrication yield is high, and they can easily survive for months in aqueous media.
The modularity of DNA origami also allows for formation of large DNA origami superstructures, 7, 8 which can be beneficial for nanometrology as the standards usually have lateral dimensions at the micrometer scale. This is often required in order to easily find the calibration structure.
In practice, large origami assemblies can be formed by stitching single origami tiles using short single-stranded DNA overhangs dubbed "sticky-ends" 9 or by linking them together through bluntend stacking of the double-stranded DNA segments. [10] [11] [12] As the typical dimensions of conventional DNA origami shapes are <100 nm, the desired assembly should include hundreds of origami monomers, preferably without any errors, to provide large enough structures that can be easily found using SPM. The procedures for forming such large structures often need careful optimization, and although efficient attachment can be achieved, minor non-idealities (twists, bends, etc.) within the tiles accumulate in larger assemblies, thus inhibiting crystal formation or yielding highly defective structures. In general, the self-assembly of 2D lattices can be enhanced by the substrate;
for example, large ordered lattices can form through cation-controlled surface diffusion or lipid-bilayer-assisted mechanisms. 13, 14 With the origami technique, it is currently possible to achieve domains with dimensions of several micrometers, which is a relevant size for calibration applications.
Despite all the virtues of modular and customized DNA nanostructures, challenges still exist in employing them as feasible SPM calibration standards. One of these is the flexibility of DNA molecules, since the structure needs to be as rigid as possible for calibration purposes. The DNA structures constantly fluctuate in solution, which can be simulated using computational tools, 15 but their immobilization to a supporting substrate may alleviate this problem. One potential challenge is that some DNA structures might be prone to denaturation in low-salt solutions, and they could be sensitive to temperature and pH. 16 Nevertheless, DNA structures are stable in the solid state, 17 and their solution stability can be improved by protective coatings. 18, 19 An example of a DNA origami-based calibration standard is presented in Figure 1 . A large periodic assembly can be formed either directly in a solution 9 or on a suitable substrate from the individual 4 cross-shaped tiles. 11 Each tile has two different step height standards (z-calibration) and welldefined lateral dimensions for simultaneously calibrating all three dimensions. A large and nearly uniform step area provides enough individual measuring points for averaging. In a study where these single cross-shaped tiles were characterized on mica using metrological atomic force microscopy, 20 the average dimensions of such structures were found to match well with the designed ones. However, the variation in the dimensions was 3-10% (including the measurement error and substrate-induced deformation of dry origami), which is too high for a proper metrological calibration standard. The problems in dimensional stability are likely due to the sample preparation, such as deposition/drying, and are not intrinsic to the structures. 21 Nevertheless, the study revealed some interesting features that could still make these structures possible candidates for calibration purposes. The calibration samples can be fabricated easily, and the drop-cast deposited DNA tiles were surprisingly stable, as they retained their shape for at least 12 months without any significant degradation. The deposited structures can cover a large substrate area 22 and allow calibration at a range of scanner offsets with reliable dimensions across the sample. Furthermore, it was found that these samples are well suited for "rough calibration" of SPMs, since the relative scale errors in noncalibrated instruments 23 can be as high as 30%.
Calibrating super-resolution microscopy
While SPM-based techniques can readily achieve high spatial resolutions on the order of a few to tens of nanometers, optical fluorescence microscopy techniques have long been restricted to ∼200
nm resolution due to the classical diffraction limit of light. However, the recent development of socalled super-resolution techniques 24 have led to a true revolution in optical microscopy, which is starting to transform research, especially in the life sciences, by enabling structural and functional studies with subdiffraction resolution. Current implementations can achieve spatial resolution of a few tens of nanometers in both two and three dimensions. One popular branch of super-resolution microscopy techniques is based on temporally separating single-molecule events for subsequent super localization in a stochastic manner (Figure 2a) . 25 Prominent implementations of these socalled single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) techniques include stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy 26 and photo-activated localization microscopy. (Figure 2i ), as well as molecular counting. 39, 40 Importantly, the broader super-resolution community is starting to pick up DNA origami structures as useful tools in proof-of-principle studies. [41] [42] [43] Finally, DNA origami structures should find immediate application as calibration standards for correlative microscopy techniques such as recent combinations of SPM and super resolution [44] [45] [46] ( Figure 3a-d) . Here, the unique ability of DNA origami to provide features that can be simultaneously imaged using two complementary modalities such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and super resolution could provide powerful calibration tools with sub-5-nm positioning 6 accuracy and precision, enabling high-performance correlative structure-property studies in the future.
Metrology of defects in DNA nanostructures with super-resolution microscopy
As the costs for photolithography increase and the market for high volume device manufacturing changes, new approaches for fabricating integrated systems will be required. Precise metrology is the cornerstone for quality control in the semiconductor industry. Surface analysis techniques such as AFM, 47 transmission electron microscopy, 48 scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 49 and x-ray scattering 50 are commonly used to identify near-atomic-level details of mask features, such as critical dimensions and roughness. However, to accelerate throughput, efficient wafer-scale metrology techniques are needed to avoid laborious and time-consuming AFM and SEM image analysis, which is not suitable for high-volume manufacturing. To accelerate adoption and integration with high-volume manufacturing, these new approaches must simultaneously create nanoscale materials and provide a means to confirm the fidelity of the process.
In an effort to innovate new approaches to patterning semi-conductor devices at scales beyond extreme ultraviolet, several groups have reported sub-10-nm lithography using DNA nanostructures, 51 and photolithography has been used to control placement of DNA nanostructures. 52, 53 Rather than performing passive measurements on these self-assembled DNA masks, defects can be self-identified via fluorescence using DNA-PAINT, without affecting the properties of the mask. To enable real-time, in-line optical metrology, these DNA masks can be programmed for self-defect metrology to identify registration, alignment, and assembly errors during high-volume fabrication. As a result, defect metrology can be performed at a relatively high resolution and in real time. While this vision is beyond those of today, it is not beyond the technical capabilities of tomorrow.
As previously described, by exploiting the molecular programmability of DNA, super-resolution imaging of DNA nanostructures using DNA-PAINT can be used for structure and process metrology in 2D assemblies. 51 In addition to the super-resolution docking sites located within a DNA structure, sticky ends can be designed to perform two functions as hybrid sticky-end/docking sites. This literal and functional extension transforms the sticky ends into state-dependent defect labels and is illustrated in Figure 4a -c. In an unbound or active state, the sticky ends serve as docking sites and can be localized, indicating that the sticky end has not bound to its complement.
In the bound or inactive state, the sticky end can no longer serve as a docking site, indicating that it is bound to its complement. Thus, in a well-formed DNA array, all sticky ends internal to the structure will be inactive, and those on the periphery of the structure will be active, as confirmed in the super-resolution images shown for a 2 × 2 DNA origami array in Figure 4c . The superresolution image reveals the perimeter (i.e., grain structure) of the array, and any defects are localized at a resolution of 20 nm or better. 26 Adding conventional docking sites within the individual DNA structure provides an additional structural "lattice" image that can be combined with the defect image. The result is a super-resolution image of both structure and defects within the DNA array, as shown in Figure 4d -f, revealing grain boundaries within the array. Such an image can be utilized to inform the design of the individual DNA nanostructures and to characterize the array formation process to better understand nucleation and growth, as well as characterize future DNA mask technologies.
Using DNA-PAINT, detailed analysis of super-resolution images of DNA nanostructures can yield information on their structure beyond the image resolution. While DNA origami are flattened when imaged on mica using SPM methods, they can exhibit three-dimensional (3D) twisting and curvature in solution. For the image shown in Figure 4d , these structural distortions were deduced by computing the radial distribution function, g(r), shown in Figure 4g , for the lattice image, which revealed a reduced lattice periodicity of 87.3 nm from the expected 100 nm. Results from finite element analysis using CanDo, 15,54 illustrated in Figure 4h , predict curvature and twist within the origami with a projected dimension of 87.9 nm, in agreement with the experimental results. 51 Thus, flexible or strained DNA nanostructures can exhibit dimensions in super resolution that differ from SPM measurements of the same structures on mica. However, using the known origami dimensions, the super-resolution data can be modeled to extract the degree of twist and curvature within the structure. While these distortions may produce only slight deviations from the designed origami structure, the statistical analysis of super-resolution images with large numbers of origami provides a straightforward approach for structural metrology with high precision.
It is intriguing to consider SPM and super-resolution metrology of the same DNA origami array 
Conclusions
Better alignment with the Materials Genome Initiative, which seeks to accelerate materials development by leveraging the advances in computational materials science, provides an opportunity for DNA nanotechnology to contribute to nanometrology. While multiple software tools exist for the design and analysis of DNA structures, there is a real need to improve computational approaches. For example, one of the most commonly used programs for DNA origami design (caDNAno) 55 enables curved or twisted DNA structures to be designed, but the software renders the structures on a rectilinear grid, whether or not the structures will actually be curved when synthesized. To understand the degree of curvature, caDNAno design files must be analyzed by finite element methods in wholly different software (CanDo); 15, 54 refinements to the curvature or twist have to be reasoned out with pen and paper, put back into the caDNAno design, and then reanalyzed with CanDo in an iterative process. There is no software that easily allows the automated design of specified shapes with complex curvature. Currently, computational tools available to the DNA nanotechnology community allow designed structures to be analyzed (e.g.,
CanDo can predict the solution shapes of an origami design), but tools for designing even more precise structures without curvature or twist are needed. One approach to simplify and accelerate the target structure design is to reduce the human input of the procedure to a minimum, such as in recently released vHelix 56 and DAEDALUS (DNA origami sequence design algorithm for userdefined structures) software. 57, 58 Both software programs can design DNA nanostructures based on input polyhedral shapes; the nanostructures also must be analyzed with CanDo to predict their final shape. These novel software tools are not only speeding up the usually tedious design process, but also allowing researchers outside the community to create their own customized DNA structures.
Building on this progress in designing DNA nanostructures, the high structural resolution and functionality that enable SPM calibration standards and optical super-resolution imaging also help develop powerful new tools for materials science at the nanometer scale, which will lead more researchers and companies to adopt DNA nanotechnology for a plethora of applications. 
